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Abstract

The growing interest in 3D television had created new needs of storing the information

related with 3D views. 3D video coding includes the use of multiple color views and

depth maps associated to each view. An adequate coding of depth maps should be

adapted to the characteristics of depth maps which include the presence of smooth

regions and sharp edges. In this work two segmentation-based technique are proposed

for improving the depth map compression while preserving the main discontinuities

that exploits the color-depth similarity of 3D video.

Both methods combine the use of color image and depth map information to build

an efficient segmentation. Is assumed that the color image is first encoded and avail-

able when the associated depth map is encoded, therefore a color partition can be

segmented in the decoder without introducing any extra cost.

In the first method this initial color segmentation is used as a base partition for finding

the optimal partition with a hierarchical optimization. In the second an initial coarse

depth map segmentation is used to locate the main discontinuities in depth and the

contours are coded exploiting chain code contour coding. The resulting partition

is improved by fusing a color partition. A new segmentation criterion inspired by

superpixels techniques is proposed to obtain the color partition. In both methods

the resulting regions are encoded with a Shape-Adaptive DCT. Experimental results

show similar compression efficiency to the new video coding standard (HEVC) when

a still image is considered.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Advances in computer graphics, computer vision, multimedia and related technolo-

gies together with increased interest in three-dimensional (3D) video technologies have

promoted the development of new means of store and transmit video information. The

main functionality for multi-view video is to support 3D video applications, where

3D perception of a visual scene is provided by a 3D display system. There are 3D

display systems that require special-purpose glasses whereas multi-view autostereo-

scopic displays do not require glasses. In recent years a variety of 3D video technolo-

gies including 3D wide screen cinema or two-view stereoscopic system with special

glasses, multi-view displays, 3D television (3DTV) and free viewpoint video (FVV)

have been investigated. The stereo systems only require two views, where a different

view is presented to each viewer’s eye. Multi-view displays have much greater data

throughput and computational requirements relative to conventional stereo displays,

since 3D is achieved by emitting multiple complete video sample arrays in order to

form several view-dependent pictures. 3DTV and FVV have been proposed to be

the next revolution in the home TV experience. The possibilities of both technolo-

gies are complementaries and can be mixed within the same system. 3DTV offers

a 3D depth impression of the observed scenery, whereas FVV allows the user the

interactive selection of viewpoint and direction within the available views covered by

the acquisition cameras. New virtual views are synthesized in intermediate position

between the encoded viewpoints from a smaller set of multi-view inputs.

Both 3DTV and FVV systems use multiple camera views of the same scene, referred

to as multi-view video (MVV) leading to a massive amount of data to be stored or

transmitted to the user. In order to reduce this quantity of information, efficient

compression techniques are essential for that applications. MVV contains a large
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2 Introduction

amount of inter-view statistical dependencies, since all cameras capture the same

scene from different viewpoints. These can be exploited for combined temporal/inter-

view prediction, where images are not only predicted from temporally neighbouring

images but also from corresponding images in adjacent views, referred to as multi-

view video coding (MVC).

(a) Multi-View video (MVV) sequence: Color frame for all cameras at the same time instant

(b) Corresponding depth information for each camera at the same time instant

Figure 1.1: Multi-view video plus Depth (MVD) ballet sequence composed of 8 camera
views.

A popular format for 3D uses a conventional color video and an associated per sample

depth map. Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) specified a standard for efficient

compression and transmission of such data. This format can be combined with multi-

view video to the multi-view video plus depth format (MVD). This texture-plus-depth

format has been widely accepted for this task. In this format, color information and

depth maps (distance per-pixel samples between the camera and the 3D scene) from
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Figure 1.2: Color-based partition with 500 regions and depth-based partition with 25
regions for the sequence Balloons.

several viewpoints closely situated are transmitted. The Figure 1.1 show one frame

for each view and the associated depth map of the MVD sequence ballet.

Depth maps are used to render new images and not to be viewed directly by the user.

Thus, the aim when coding depth maps is to maximize the perceived visual quality

of the rendered virtual color views instead of the visual characteristics of decoded

depth maps themselves. Conventional image or video compression techniques have

been designed for high visual quality, and are not well adapted to depth coding. The

encoding of depth maps has to assess the characteristics of depth maps and reduce

the transmission cost when a large number of captured views are employed [Mea07].

An analysis of depth maps reveals that they are characterized by the presence of large

homogeneous areas separated by sharp edges. Errors close to an sharp edge leads to

severe rendering artifacts, while errors on areas without important transition may

have negligible influence on the final quality.

These particular characteristics suggest the possibility of using a region based tech-

nique to encode depth maps, if the main depth transitions are in between two different

regions the total texture cost will be reduced at the cost of encode the boundaries of

the regions. Assuming that where a depth transitions occur there is probably a color

contour as well, we can use a partition built from the color image to reduce the cost

of coding the boundaries.

In this work two complete depth map coding approaches are proposed. The first

method proposes a methodology to combine color and depth information which as-

sumes co-occurrence between color and depth discontinuities. This assumption not

always hold since the depth maps discontinuities are not always present on the color

images. The second method solve that problem by combining (fusion) the color par-
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tition and a coarse depth partition which contains the location of the main edges,

providing information about the boundaries when the color and depth discontinuities

are inconsistent.

Furthermore, this second approaches introduces a new segmentation criterion inspired

by superpixels methods [BBR+12, ASS+12]. Regions are combined according to the

distance between its centroids. This way, compact-shaped regions, more suitable

for coding purposes, are promoted. In the Figure 1.2 a partition obtained with the

proposed method for the color image and the depth partition is shown.

The paper is organized as follows. A review of the evolution of video coding standards

are provided in Chapter 2. Segmentation techniques are described in Chapter 3, tech-

niques for coding images using image segmentation are presented in Chapter 4. The

methods developed in this work are presented in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 experimen-

tal results are given. Finally, concluding remarks are made in Chapter 7.



Chapter 2

Video Coding

Digital video communication can be found today in many application scenarios, such

as broadcast over satellite, terrestrial or cable channels, storage formats as DVD or

Blu-ray Discs and video-sharing, video-conferences over internet.

The communication problem of transmitting video over a channel can be stated as

sending the source data with the highest fidelity possibly within the available bit rate,

or alternatively, sending the source data using the lowest bit rate possible while main-

taining a certain reproduction fidelity. In both options a trade-off is made between

bit rate and fidelity. The behaviour of a video codec (a video system including a coder

and a decoder) is determined by the performance of the rate-distortion trade-off.

Hence, video codecs are mainly characterized by:

• Throughput of the channel: average bit rate over a given channel, influenced

by the transmission channel bit rate and the error-correction overheads.

• Distortion of the decoded video: distortion is introduced by the video codec

and also by errors in the channel

In practical applications other factors have to be taken into account:

• System delay: can be restricted by factors as the encoding or decoding pro-

cessing delay, buffering of needed data or the speed at which data are conveyed

through the transmission channel.

5



6 Video Coding

• Complexity: have to be evaluated in different aspects including the computa-

tional requirements, memory capacity and memory access requirement.

Thus, the practical source coding design problem is posed as follows: given a maxi-

mum allowed delay and a maximum allowed complexity, achieve an optimal trade-off

between bit rate and distortion for the range of network environments envisioned in

the scope of the applications.

For each application of video communication exist a different optimum working point,

and these optimal working points vary over time due to the increase of channel ca-

pacities and the constant availability of processors with higher processing skills.

Video Source Coding Strategies

A digital image or a frame of digital video typically consists of three rectangular ar-

rays of integer-valued samples, Video coding often uses a color representation having

three components called Y, Cb, and Cr. Component Y or luma represents bright-

ness, the two chroma components Cb and Cr represent the extent to which the color

deviates from gray toward blue and red. Because the human visual system is more

sensitive to luma than chroma, often a sampling structure is used in which the chroma

component arrays each have only one-fourth as many samples as the corresponding

luma component array (half the number of samples in both the horizontal and verti-

cal dimensions). This is called 4:2:0 sampling. The amplitude of each component is

typically represented with 8 bits of precision per sample for consumer-quality video.

Reduction of the irrelevance and redundancy of the image data in order to be able to

store or transmit data in an efficient form

Redundancy (information theory): The number of bits used to transmit a message

(image) minus the number of bits of actual information in the message Informally,

it is the amount of unnecessary information used when transmitting certain data

Irrelevance (perception theory): Information that is not perceptible by the end-user

Digital data compression aim at reducing the irrelevance and redundancy of the image

data in order to be able to store or transmit data in an efficient form. The redun-

dancy is the number of bits used to transmit a message minus the number of bits

of actual information in the message. It can be reduced with prediction and trans-

formation techniques. Irrelevance is the information that is not perceptible by the

end-user, which can be decreased with the quantization of the obtained coefficients

after the prediction and transformation. Techniques for digital compression for many
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applications can be classified as follows:

• Prediction: A process where a set of prediction values is used to predict the

values of the input samples. In this procedure only the differences between the

prediction values and the input samples have to be represented, which are called

the residual values.

• Transformation: A process consisting of forming a new set of samples from a

combination of input samples. A transformation usually avoid represent similar

values repeatedly by using frequency analysis. A typical benefit of transforma-

tion is that the most relevant aspects of the set of input samples are typically

concentrated into a small number of variables. The Karhunen-Loève transform

(KLT) is a transformation with an optimal decorrelation, whereas the discrete

cosine transform (DCT) has performance close to that of a KLT when applied

to highly correlated sources.

• Quantization: A process by which the precision used for the representation of a

sample value is reduced in order to reduce the amount of data needed to encode

the representation. The rounding precision can be controlled by a step size that

specifies the smallest representable value increment. Among the techniques

listed here for video compression, quantization is typically the only one that

is inherently non-invertible: quantization produces a mapping that inherently

involves some loss of fidelity.

• Entropy coding: A process by which discrete-valued source symbols are rep-

resented in a manner that takes advantage of the relative probabilities of the

various possible values of each source symbol. Types of entropy coding are

the the variable-length code (VLC), which establish a code table that associate

short codes to values that are highly likely to occur and longer to represent

less likely symbol values, and the arithmetic coding, which encodes the entire

message into a single number.

One way of compressing video is by compressing each picture separately. This type of

coding is referred as intra-picture or Intra coding, since the picture is coded without

any reference to other images of the sequence. However, higher compression figures

are obtained by using the redundancy among consecutive images in a sequence, video

can be represented more efficiently by sending only the changes in the video scene

rather than coding all regions repeatedly. This coding is referred as inter-picture or

Inter coding. This ability to use temporal redundancy to improve coding efficiency is
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what distinguishes video compression from the Intra compression exemplified by still

images standards as JPEG.

The two main video coding standards are the commonly used Advanced Video Coding

(AVC or h.264) and the recently presented High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC or

h.265).

2.1 Advanced Video Coding (H.264)

H.264/MPEG-4 Part 10 or AVC (Advanced Video Coding) [WSBL03] is currently

one of the most commonly used formats for the recording, compression, and distri-

bution of high definition video. H.264 is present in a variety of applications as one of

the codec standards for Blu-ray Discs, streaming internet sources, web software and

various HDTV broadcasts over terrestrial, cable and satellite. It was developed by a

Joint Video Team (JVT) consisting of experts from ITU-Ts Video Coding Experts

Group (VCEG) and ISO/IECs Moving Picture Experts Group. The ITU-T H.264

standard and the ISO/IEC MPEG-4 Part 10 standard (formally, ISO/IEC 14496-10)

are technically identical. The final drafting work on the first version of the standard

was completed in May 2003 and the main characteristics are listed below.

• Hybrid codec: inter/intra-picture prediction and 2D transform coding. Regions

can be predicted using inter-picture prediction, and a spatial frequency trans-

form is applied to the refinement regions and the Intra-coded regions. The

encoding process for inter-picture prediction consists of choosing motion data

comprising the selected reference picture and motion vector (MV) to be applied

for predicting the samples of each block. The encoder and decoder generate

identical inter prediction signals by applying motion compensation. The resid-

ual signal of the intra or inter prediction, which is the difference between the

original block and its prediction, is transformed by a linear spatial transform.

The transform coefficients are then scaled, quantized, entropy coded, and trans-

mitted together with the prediction information.

• Macroblocks and Slices: Each picture is partitioned into slices which in turn

are subdivided into fixed size macroblocks. Each slice can be parsed indepen-

dently of the other slices in the picture. Each macroblock contain a rectangular

picture area of 16x16 samples for the luma component and the corresponding

8x8 sample regions for each of the two chroma components. The luma and

chroma samples of a macroblock are spatially or temporally predicted and the
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resulting prediction residual is transmitted using transform coding. Each color

component of the residual is subdivided into blocks, each block is transformed

using an integer transform, and the transform coefficients are quantized and

entropy coded. The macroblocks of the picture are organized into slices, which

represent regions of a given picture that can be decoded independently.

• Slice Types: There are three fundamental slice types depending on the freedom

for the prediction signal:

– I slices: each macroblock uses intrapicture coding using spatial prediction

from neighbouring regions

– P slices: support intrapicture and interpicture predictive coding using one

prediction signal for each region

– B slices: support intrapicture coding, interpicture predictive coding, and

also interpicture bipredictive coding using two prediction signals that are

combined with a weighted average to form the region prediction

• Transform, Scaling, and Quantization: H.264/AVC uses spatial transform cod-

ing of the prediction residual. A quantization parameter (QP) is used for de-

termining the quantization of transform coefficients in H.264/AVC.

• Entropy Coding: In H.264/AVC, two alternatives for entropy coding are sup-

ported. These are called context-adaptive variable-length coding (CAVLC) and

context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC). CABAC has higher com-

plexity than CAVLC, but has better coding efficiency.

• Adaptive Deblocking Filter: One annoying characteristic of block-based coding

is the production of visible block artifacts, especially at low bit rates. Block

edges are typically predicted with less accuracy than interior samples, and block

transforms also produce block edge discontinuities. The filter reduces blockiness

while retaining the sharpness of the true edges in the scene.

• Profiles and Levels: Profiles and levels specify conformance points to facilitate

interoperability for various applications. Ordinarily a profile defines a syntax

that can be used in generating a conforming bitstream, whereas a level places

constraints on the values of key parameters (such as maximum bit rate, buffering

capacity, or picture resolution).
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2.2 High Efficiency Video Coding (H.265)

High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [SOH+12] is the new video compression stan-

dard developed jointly as the h.264 by VCEG and MPEG through their Joint Col-

laborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC). The HEVC project was launched to

achieve major savings for equivalent visual quality relative to the bit rate needed by

the widely used AVC standard. HEVC has been designed to address essentially all

existing applications of previous standards and to particularly focus on two key issues:

increased video resolution and the increased use of parallel processing architectures.

The main features of the HEVC are:

Figure 2.1: Hybrid video encoder used in HEVC

• The video coding layer of HEVC employs the same hybrid approach (inter/intra-

picture prediction and 2D transform coding) used in H.264. The block diagram

for the encoder process is shown in 2.2.

• Coding Tree Units (CTUs) and Coding Units: The core of the coding layer

in previous standards was the macroblock, whereas the analogous structure in

HEVC is the coding tree unit, which has a size selected by the encoder and can

be larger than a traditional macroblock.

• Prediction Blocks: The decision whether to code a picture area using inter-

picture or intra-picture prediction is made at the coding unit level. A prediction
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unit partitioning structure has its root at the coding unit level. Depending on

the basic prediction type decision, the luma and chroma coding blocks can then

be further split in size and predicted from luma and chroma prediction blocks.

HEVC supports variable Prediction Blocks sizes from 64 × 64 down to 4 × 4

samples.

• Transform Blocks: The prediction residual is coded using block transforms. The

luma coding block residual may be identical to the luma transform block or may

be further split into smaller luma transform blocks. The same applies to the

chroma Transform Blocks. Integer basis functions similar to those of a discrete

cosine transform (DCT) are defined for the square transform block sizes.

• Motion compensation: Quarter-sample precision is used for the MVs, and 7-

tap or 8-tap filters are used for interpolation of fractional-sample positions.

Similar to H.264/MPEG-4 AVC, multiple reference pictures are used. For each

prediction block, either either uni-predictive or bi-predictive coding can be done.

• Intra-picture prediction: The decoded boundary samples of adjacent blocks are

used as reference data for spatial prediction in prediction blocks regions when

inter-picture prediction is not performed.

• Quantization control: As in H.264/MPEG-4 AVC, uniform reconstruction quan-

tization is used in HEVC, with quantization scaling matrices supported for the

various transform block sizes.

• Entropy coding: Context adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC) is used

for entropy coding. This is similar to the CABAC scheme in H.264/MPEG-

4 AVC, but has undergone several improvements to improve its throughput

speed and its compression performance, and to reduce its context memory re-

quirements.

• In-loop deblocking filtering: A deblocking filter similar to the one used in

H.264/MPEG-4 AVC is operated in the inter-picture prediction loop with a

simplified design which allows parallel processing.

2.3 Multi-view Video Coding

2.3.1 Multi-view Video Coding (MVC)

In addiction at their work in video coding, the Joint Video Team of VCEG and

MPEG has also promoted the standardization of video coding with multiple views.
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An extension of AVC that is referred to as Multi-view Video Coding (MVC) was

added in July 2008 and an additional stereo high profile was completed one year

later. The standard enables inter-view prediction to improve compression capability,

as well as supporting ordinary temporal and spatial prediction. It also supports

backward compatibility with existing systems by including a compatible base view.

Each other view is encoded at the same picture resolution as the base view. The main

characteristics of MVC are the following:

• Bitstream Structure Compatible with AVC: the compressed multi-view stream

include a base view bitstream, which is coded independently from all other views

in a manner compatible with decoders for single-view profile of the standard to

allow 2-D content to be easily extracted and decoded

• Enabling Inter-View Prediction: as the scene is captured from nearby view-

points with important inter-view redundancy the spatial redundancy is used for

compression. The prediction is adaptive, the best predictor among temporal

and inter-view references is selected according of rate-distortion cost on a block

basis. The MVC design does not allow the prediction of a picture in one view

at a given time using a picture from another view at a different time.

• Syntax changes: supporting MVC only involves small changes to high-level

syntax. A major consequence of not requiring changes to lower levels of the

syntax is that MVC is compatible with existing hardware for decoding single-

view video with AVC.

• Random access: since MVC introduces dependencies between views, random

access is also considered in the view dimension. MVC introduces an anchor pic-

ture for a view. Anchor pictures do not use temporal prediction for the encoding

of any view on which a given view depends, although they do allow inter-view

prediction from other views within the same access unit. This provides a clean

random access point for access to a given view.

• Profiles: the two profiles are based on the high profile of H.264/MPEG-4 AVC.

Multi-view high profile supports multiple views but does not support inter-

lace coding tools while stereo high profile is limited to two views, but support

interlace coding tools.

• Coding Performance: gains as high as 3 dB, roughly corresponding to a 50%

savings in bit rate, have been reported. For multi-view video with up to eight

views, an average of 20% reduction in bit rate was reported, relative to the total
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simulcast bit rate. An average reduction of 20% 30% of the bit rate for the

dependent view of typical stereo movie content was reported.

2.3.2 HEVC 3D extension

The extension of HEVC for multi-view video and depth data uses the multi-view video

plus depth format (MVD). The coding scheme represents an extension of HEVC, sim-

ilar to the MVC extension of H.264/AVC. In addition to the disparity-compensated

prediction advanced techniques, the representation of depth blocks, and the encoder

control for depth signals have been integrated.

Similar as for MVC, all video pictures and depth maps that represent the video scene

at the same time instant build an access unit and the access units of the input MVD

signal are coded consecutively. Inside an access unit, the video picture of the so-called

independent view is transmitted first directly followed by the associated depth map.

Thereafter, the video pictures and depth maps of other views are transmitted.

The independent view is coded using a non-modified HEVC coder. The corresponding

sub-bitstream can be extracted from the 3D bitstream and displayed on a conventional

2D display. The other components are coded using modified HEVC coders, which

are extended by including additional coding tools and inter-component prediction

techniques that employ already coded data inside the same access unit. The principal

characteristics are listed below:

• Coding of Dependent Views: the disparity-compensated prediction has been

added as alternative to motion-compensated prediction in a similar way as for

MVC. For a more effective usage of already coded views, two additional inter-

view prediction methods have been integrated:

– Inter-View Motion Parameter Prediction: Since the views of a multi-view

video sequence represent different projections of the same real world scene

which are synchronously captured with multiple cameras, the motion in

the different views is very similar. This fact can be employed by predict-

ing motion parameters for a dependent view based on the coded motion

parameters in an already transmitted view.

– Inter-View Residual Prediction: Not only the motion parameters, but also

the reconstructed residual signal of an already coded picture in the same

access unit can potentially be used for improving the coding efficiency of

dependent views.
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• Coding of depth maps: The HEVC design has been optimized for natural video.

Two families of modes have been added to represent the sharp edges and large

regions with nearly constant values characteristics of depth maps:

– Depth Modeling Modes: New intra coding modes have been added for

enabling a better representation of depth edges. Additional modes par-

tition a depth block into two non-rectangular regions and represent each

of these regions by a constant value. Two types of partitionings are used,

namely Wedgelets for segmentations using a straight line and Contours

for arbitrary segmentations. The constant values for the two regions are

predicted based on the reconstructed samples in neighboring blocks and

the remaining difference is quantized and coded in the bitstream.

– Motion Parameter Inheritance: Since video pictures and depth maps repre-

sent different properties of the same video scene, the motion characteristics

should be similar. In order to exploit this fact, a new inter coding mode for

depth maps is added in which the partitioning of a block into sub-blocks as

well as the associated motion parameters are inferred from the co-located

block in the associated video picture.

• View Synthesis Optimization: Coding artifacts in depth data are only indirectly

perceivable in the synthesized video data. The decoded depth map itself is not

visible. In the modified encoder control for depth maps, the distortion is not

directly measured in the depth map domain, but instead the resulting distortion

in one or more synthesized views is analysed.

• Coding Performance: In comparison to simulcasting the different signals using

HEVC, the proposed approach provides about 40% and 50% bit rate savings for

the tested configurations with 2 and 3 views, respectively. Bit rate reductions

of about 20% have been obtained in comparison to a straightforward multi-view

extension of HEVC without the newly developed coding tools.

2.4 Depth Map Coding

Apart of the standards previously mentioned, the encoding of depth maps of a large

number of captured views [Mea07] had attracted a high interest in the research com-

munity. Several solutions for MVD with and without temporal prediction had been

proposed in recent years. A large number of these proposals avoids the block-based

DCT approach since it is inefficient for coding blocks which contain arbitrary shaped
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edges. If a DCT is applied to an image patch which has an object boundary neither

a horizontal or a vertical segment, the resulting transform coefficients tend not to be

sparse and high frequency components have significant energy. This leads to higher

bit rate and potentially highly visible coding artifacts when operating at low rate.

Among these without temporal prediction are [MdWF06, MMS+08] based on a quad-

tree decomposition that divides the image into blocks of variable size, each block being

approximated by one platelet (piecewise-linear function) or [MD09, Jag11, DCF12]

where schemes with edge extraction and explicit signalling the location of discon-

tinuities were proposed. Since depth maps are not exactly piece-wise planar, the

representation with platelets will have a fixed approximation error. Other propos-

als modify existing block algorithms by adding a new coding mode able to handle

partitions inside each block. In [LLT+10], an alternative mode to MVC is proposed

where color information is used to construct two different regions inside the block.

In [SKN+10] and [OWP12], modifications to the intra prediction mode of H.264/AVC

are proposed by creating regions in the blocks and edge-depending prediction for each

region. Other proposals also use our idea of using the similarity between color in-

formation and depth maps [DYQZ12] to avoid encoding the location of depth map

edges.

Edge-adaptive wavelets have been applied for depth map coding by using shape-

adaptive lifting [MD08] and switching between long filters in homogeneous areas and

short filters over the edges [DTPP08]. Graph-based wavelets are proposed to preserve

edge information in depth maps [SSO09]. All these approaches try not to apply

transform across the edge; however, these are not amenable to a block based coding

architecture, which has been widely adopted in international standards for image and

video coding such as JPEG, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, H.264/AVC or H.265/HEVC.





Chapter 3

Image Segmentation

3.1 Superpixels Methods

Many existing algorithms in computer vision use the pixel-grid as the underlying

representation. The pixel-grid, however, is not a natural representation of visual

scenes. It is rather an ”artifact” of a digital imaging process. It would be more

natural, and presumably more efficient, to work with perceptually meaningful entities

obtained from a low-level grouping process. Superpixels are becoming increasingly

popular for use in computer vision applications for their aim to over-segment the

image by grouping pixels that belong to the same object. The figure 3.1 shows an

example of superpixel segmentation.

Such a superpixel map has the following desired properties:

• Computationally efficient: reduces the complexity of images from hundreds of

thousands of pixels to only a few hundred superpixels, to speed up later-stage

visual processing

• Representationally efficient: pairwise constraints between units, while only for

adjacent pixels on the pixel-grid, can now model much longer-range interactions

between superpixels

• Percetually meaningful: each superpixel is a perceptually consistent unit, i.e.

all pixels in a superpixel are most likely uniform in, say, color and texture

• Near-complete: because superpixels are results of an oversegmentation, most

structures in the image are conserved. There is very little loss in moving from

17
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Figure 3.1: Superpixel segmentation with different number of regions obtained with
slics.

the pixel-grid to the superpixel map

Many computer vision applications benefit from working with superpixels instead of

just pixels. Superpixels provide a convenient primitive from which to compute local

image features. They capture redundancy in the image and greatly reduce the com-

plexity of subsequent image processing tasks. Superpixels have proved increasingly

useful for a variety of applications such as depth estimation, image segmentation,

skeletonization, body model estimation, or object localization. For many vision tasks,

compact and highly uniform superpixels that respect image boundaries are desirable.

3.1.1 Slics

The algorithm Simple Linear Iterative Clustering (slics) [ASS+12] performs a local

clustering of pixels in the 5-D space defined by the L, a, b values of the CIELAB color

space and the x, y pixel coordinates. SLIC start from a regular grid of centers or

segments, and grow the superpixels by clustering pixels around the centers. At each

iteration, the centers are updated, and the superpixels are grown again. A distance

measure enforces compactness and regularity in the superpixel shapes, and is suitable

for grayscale as well as color images. SLIC is simple to implement and easily applied

in practice the only parameter specifies the desired number of superpixels.

The algorithm works as stated in algorithm 1. A first perturbation step is done

to avoid centring the centers on edges. After that the iterative process first assign
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pixels to the nearest center according to a distance measure which combines color and

spatial distances and then compute the new cluster centers. This process is repeated

until the center positions converges.

Algorithm 1 slics computation

Initialize cluster centers Ck = [lk, ak, bk, xk, yk]T by sampling pixels at regular grid
steps S
Perturb cluster centers in an n×n neighbourhood, to the lowest gradient position
while E ≤ threshold do
for each cluster center Ck do

Assign the best matching pixels from a 2S× 2S square neighbourhood around
the cluster center according to the distance measure
Compute new cluster centers
Compute residual error E (L1 distance between previous centers and recom-
puted centers)

end for
end while
Enforce connectivity: assign non-connected pixels to a proper cluster

3.1.2 Seeds

The Superpixels Extracted via Energy-Driven Sampling (seeds) introduce a approach

based on a hill-climbing optimization. Starting from an initial superpixel partition-

ing, it continuously refines the superpixels by modifying the boundaries evaluating

the changes with a energy function, based on enforcing color similarity between the

boundaries and the superpixel color histogram.

The procedure to tackle the superpixel problem in seeds, instead of incrementally

building the superpixels by adding cuts or growing superpixels, starts from a com-

plete superpixel partitioning, which is iteratively refined. The refinement is done by

moving the boundaries of the superpixels, or equivalently, by exchanging pixels be-

tween neighboring superpixels. The objective function can be maximized efficiently,

and is based on enforcing homogeneity of the color distribution of the superpixels,

plus a term that encourages smooth boundary shapes. The optimization is based on

a hill-climbing algorithm, in which a proposed movement for refining the superpixels

is accepted if the objective function increases. The complete algorithm is stated in

algorithm 2. After initialization, the algorithm proposes new partitionings at two

levels of granularity: pixel-level and block-level. Pixel-level updates move a super-

pixel boundary by 1 pixel, while block-level updates move a block of pixels from one

superpixel to another. An energy function depending on the shape and the color

homogeneity is defined to evaluate the superpixel obtained. The algorithm proceeds
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iteratively until the tstop is achieved. The longer the algorithm is allowed to run, the

higher the value of the objective function will get. tstop can be set depending on the

application and the desired quality, or can be assigned a time budget on the fly.

Algorithm 2 seeds computation

Initialize superpixel rectangle partioning
while t < tstop do

Propose new partitionings at pixel-level and block-level
Evaluate proposed partitioning
Actualize the partition if the energy function increases

end while

3.2 Binary Partition Tree

Binary Partition Trees (BPT) are hierarchical region-based representations of im-

ages [SG00]. Starting from an initial partition with an arbitrary number of regions,

the algorithm proceeds iteratively merging two neighbouring regions according a sim-

ilarity measure or merging criterion as depicted in Figure 3.2. It proposes a hierarchy

of regions created by a merging algorithm that can make use of any similarity measure.

R1 R3

R2 R4

R5

R3

R4

R5 R6 R7

R1 R2 R3 R4

R5

R1 R2 R3 R4

R5

R1 R2

R6

R3 R4

R7

R5

R1 R2

R6

R3 R4

Figure 3.2: From left to right, the two most-similar neighbouring regions are merged
at each step. The hierarchical representation is depicted as a tree, where the region
formed by merging two segments is represented as the parent of the respective nodes

The algorithm works on a RAG, that is a set of nodes representing regions (connected

components of the space), and a set of links defining the connectivity between regions.

A node of the graph can represent either a region, a flat zone or even a single pixel.

A merging algorithm on this graph is simply a technique that removes some of the

links and merges the corresponding nodes. The steps in each merging step are stated

in algorithm 3.

The BPT stores the whole merging sequence from an initial partition to the one-single

region representation. The leaves in the tree are the regions in the initial partition.

A merging is represented by creating a parent node (the new region resulting from
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Algorithm 3 BPT computation

Compute a similarity measure for all pair of neighbour regions
while nregions < N do

Find the most similar pair of regions
Merge them into a new region
Update the neighbourhood and the similarity measures

end while

the merging) and linking it to its two children nodes (the pair of regions that are

merged). The BPT represents a set of regions at different scales of resolution and its

nodes provide good estimates of the objects in the scene. An example of BPT can be

seen in 3.3

The creation of a BPT relies on two major notions: the merging criterion and the

region model. The merging criterion defines the similarity of neighbouring regions

and, therefore, the order in which regions are going to be merged. The region model

specifies how regions are represented and how to compute the model of the union of

two regions. The merging order (similarity between neighbouring regions) is quite

flexible and allows the definition of complex homogeneity models. Some of them are

listed in [VMS08] and reviewed below.

One option is define a region model constant for all the pixels within the region, the

model MR is build by averaging the values of all pixels p ∈ R, in the YCbCr color

space:

MR =
1

NR

∑

p∈R
I(p) (3.1)

where NR is the number of pixels of region R.

The similarity measure or merging criterion is computed for each pair of neighboring

regions, R1 and R2 according to a selected homogeneity criterion. The basic criterion

used in still image segmentation is color homogeneity. Some of the measures are size

independent, like the mean squared error (MSE) between the merged region and its

model:

OMSE(R1, R2) =
∑

p∈R1∪R2

I(p)−MR1∪R2

N1 +N2
(3.2)

When using these size dependent criteria, the cost of merging for small regions de-

creases, forcing small regions to merge together first and encouraging the creation of

large regions. As a compromise between the two types of measures, other measures
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Figure 3.3: BPT representation of an image with object nodes highlighted.

compare the models of the original regions with the model of the region obtained

after the merging. The weighted squared distance between region models (WSDM)

is defined as:

OWSDM (R1, R2) = NR1 ||MR1 −MR1∪R2 ||22 +NR2 ||MR2 −MR1∪R2 ||22 (3.3)

and the weighted Euclidean distance between models (WEDM):

OWEDM (R1, R2) = NR1 ||MR1 −MR1∪R2 ||2 +NR2 ||MR2 −MR1∪R2 ||2 (3.4)
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A weight can be put to every channel to adapt a different ranges of each channel or

to weight one channel above the others. The color difference in each component is

normalized by the dynamic range of the component in the image. This way, it adapts

to the chrominance variability of the image. For each image component, we com-

pute the weighted Euclidean distance between models normalized by the component

dynamic range:

Ocolor(R1, R2) = NR1 ||w(MR1 −MR1∪R2)||2 +NR2 ||w(MR2 −MR1∪R2)||2 (3.5)

where w is a vector being wi the inverse of the dynamic range of the image component

i ∈ {Y,Cb, Cr} (that is, the difference of the image component between the Max value

and the Min value of the image component).

Another criteria can use information present in the contour of the regions. Since

most real objects are regular and compact (that is, tend to have simple contours),

the analysis of shape complexity can provide additional information for the merg-

ings. Therefore, a similarity measure term related to the contour complexity of

neighbouring regions can be used. The measure computes the increase in perime-

ter (∆P (R1, R2) of the new region with respect to the largest of the two merged

regions: ∆P (R1, R2) = min(P1, P2) − 2P12, where P1 and P2 are the perimeters of

the regions R1 and R2 and R12 is the common perimeter between regions. The term

that measures contour complexity is:

OCont(R1, R2) = max(0,∆P (R1, R2)) (3.6)

which sets to 0 negative increments that occur when a region is partially or totally

included in the other. Color and contour similarity measures are linearly combined

to form the NWMC criterion:

ONWMC(R1, R2) = αOcolor(R1, R2) + (1− α)OCont(R1, R2) (3.7)





Chapter 4

Segmentation based coding

techniques

As presented in Chapter 2 the video compression standards divide the images in

squares of equal size and code each square with an hybrid prediction-transform ap-

proach. An alternative approach consist on describe the image using arbitrarily

shaped segments and coding the textured regions in-between the segments. These

methods are called Segmentation-based coding methods since a complete segmenta-

tion of the image is needed in order to code the image. In segmentation-based coding

methods the shape and size of each segment are arbitrary and ideally are adapted to

the image content, creating a set of regions suitable for coding. This methods have

to code the position of the contours in addition of the texture information. With

segmentation-based methods an adaptive allocation of extra bits in a particular area

of the image where are more texture variations is possible by creating more regions

in those areas.

The principal drawback of segmentation-based coding methods are the need of cod-

ing the contour information in addiction to the texture information. Moreover, an

accurate contour representation is compulsory to avoid errors in the union of regions

which are extremely noticeable to the human visual system, leading to the use of

lossless or near-lossless coding techniques for the contour. The joint coding of texture

and contour creates a trade-off in the bit rate assigned to each term. A partition

with many regions is desirable since the texture inside of each region will be more

homogeneous and therefore could be coded in less bits, but the coding cost of the

shape will increase. On the other hand, reducing the numbers of contours will create

25
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regions with more texture variations that will need more coefficients to encode each

region with the desired quality.

The usual process to do the image coding consist in encode first the contour and, once

the final contours are obtained, encode the texture to avoid errors if a lossy contour

coding technique is used.

4.1 Contour Coding

In the literature it is possible to find a wide range of contour coding techniques [Mor04].

Among the lossless techniques, can be pointed out Chain Code [Fre61], Morphologi-

cal Skeleton [MS86], transition points [Pin98] and Quadtree decomposition [KM95].

Multigrid Chain Code (MGCC) [MG96] is an example of a near-lossless technique

(it is an extension of Chain Code). Finally, some examples of lossless techniques

are Fourier descriptors [ZR72], and polygonal [Dun86] and Spline [Sch07] approxima-

tions. Other option consist in encode the partition by using a lossless binary-image

compression system as JBIG [HKM+98].

In this word the method chose for contour coding method is the Chain Code which is

a lossless method that preserves the contours making it possible to select the image

quality just by adjusting the quantization on the texture.

Chain code contour coding

Chain Code techniques [Fre61] allow lossless coding of image partitions. Regions

are represented by their boundaries and the coding process consists on tracking and

encoding the boundaries. The process used to encode a partition is:

• Define an appropriate boundary representation. This usually leads to construct-

ing a contour image

• Using the fact that two consecutive boundary points in a discrete grid are

neighbours, encode the movements from one contour point to another, starting

from an initial point, until the complete contour is tracked

The contour of a given partition can be represented using an hexagonal contour

grid. In this case, a one to one relationship between partitions and their boundary

representation can be achieved. In this type of representation, each pair of neighbour

pixels in the partition is separated by a contour grid site. This contour grid site is
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labelled as active if the associated pair of pixels have different labels, otherwise it is

labelled as inactive.

Figure 4.1: Relationship between partition and contour grid sites

This concept is illustrated in the example of Figure 4.1, where circular and line

segment elements represent sites from the partition and contour grids, respectively.

Encoding of the contours is done by specifying the set of movements necessary to

track the complete set of active contour grid sites. Shape and position information

are jointly coded by introducing the location information in the chain code itself. The

neighbourhood system is 6-connected and, therefore, there are 6 basic movements.

Nevertheless, as a derivative chain code is used, the amount of possible movements

reduces to 3: turn right, turn left and straight ahead (r,l,s).

The intersections of contours are encoded by using triple points. A triple point is a

site in the contour grid that has at least three active neighbour contour sites. Triple

points can be used to locate the initial point of a new contour segment. Triple points

are encoded by introducing a new symbol, say M, in the chain itself. Only a subset of

the triple points are actually necessary to describe the whole set of contours. These

triple points are called active triple points and only active triple points are marked

in the chain by the symbol M.

Regions that have no contact with other regions do not produce any triple point

and have to be directly addressed by the coordinates of their initial points. In the

inter-frame case, differential coding of the contours is used. That is, as the decoder

already knows the contours that correspond to the compensated partition, only the

new contours have to be sent. The contour segments are encoded by sending the

initial point (always located on already known contours) and the set of movements

describing the segment. Note that it is not necessary to send the ending point. The
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decoder can detect an end of segment when an already known contour is reached by

the new contour.

4.2 Texture Coding

The regions resulting after a segmentation process are statistically quasi-stationary

and should therefore enable higher data compression ratios. However, traditional

blockbased texture coding techniques can not exploit efficiently this quasi-stationarity

because they perform poorly on border blocks. In this case, the overhead imposed by

the need to code the contour information, can result in a performance loss. There are

many texture and contour coding techniques that can be used in this kind of systems.

Some of them are an evolution of existing block-based techniques, with modifications

to deal with blocks located at region borders, while others are designed specially for

segmentation-based techniques.

We can cite for example, Shape-Adaptive DCT [SM95, SBM95], Shape-Adaptive

Wavelet [KIAK97] and padding methods [Kau99] as examples of the first category,

while the generalized orthogonal transform method in [GEM89] is on the second

category.

Due to non-stationarity behaviour of images, some texture coding techniques may

be appropriate in some regions, whereas they may be particularly inefficient in some

others. But still all the above commented techniques are adequate because they can

be used in a scalable coding and the trade-off between coding cost and quality can

be chosen for rate- control purposes.

Different texture coding methods can be used in this stage, provided they are region

oriented. The simplest texture coding method consists of the coding of the mean

value for every region, thus leading to a very cheap texture coding cost. Several more

complex methods for the efficient coding of texture information have been proposed so

far. The polynomial method represents an image segment using polynomial functions

of degree 03 [SC96, BMC88]. Gilge et al. [GEM89] proposed a more accurate method

in which a generalized orthogonal transformation can be constructed with respect to

the shape of the image segment at the cost of calculating the orthogonalizing basis

images. Generalized orthogonal transforms rely on an approximation of the texture

within each region by an orthogonal polynomial function. Only the coefficients of

this function are sent to the receiver. Then, low complexity Shape-Adaptive DCT

algorithms have been introduced to efficiently transform the image blocks that con-

tain object boundaries [SM95, SBM95]. These algorithms first divide an image into
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blocks and then code the boundary blocks using the Shape-Adaptive DCT. Although

boundary blocks are encoded effectively, the problem of blocking effects inside the

image segments remains unsolved. Another approach to encode the image segments

is the region-based wavelet transform [KIAK97]. The advantages of the wavelet-based

scheme are its low computational complexity, ability to code the details inside the

segment, and absence of blocking effects in the reconstructed images.

Shape-Adaptive DCT

In this work, a Shape-Adaptive Discrete Cosine Transform [SM95] (SA-DCT) has

been used as the texture coding strategy. The SA-DCT allows to encode the texture

(in this case the depth associated with each pixels of a region) of any arbitrary shaped

segment by means of separate the 2D-dct segment transform in two 1D-dct transforms.

The algorithm for code an arbitrary shaped image segment is of low complexity and

comes as an extension of block-based hybrid coding schemes:

• Vectical shift: To perform vertical SA-DCT transformation of a region, the

length of each column of the region is calculated, and the columns are shifted

and aligned to the upper border of the bounding box.

• Vertical DCT: Dependent on the vector size S of each particular column of the

segment, a DCT transform matrix DCT-N containing a set of N DCT-N basis

vectors is selected and each column is transformed according to that basis.

• Horizontal shift: After SA-DCT in vertical direction, the lowest DCT coeffi-

cients for the segment columns are found along the upper border of the bound-

ing box. The length of each row is calculated, and the rows are shifted to the

left border of the bounding box.

• Horizontal DCT: A horizontal DCT adapted to the size of each row is then

calculated. Note that horizontal SA-DCT transformation is performed along

vertical SA-DCT coefficients with the same index (all vertical DC coefficients

are grouped together and are SA-DCT transformed in horizontal dimension)

In this algorithm, the final number of DCT coefficients is identical to the number of

pixels contained in the image segment. Also, the coefficients are located in comparable

positions as in a standard block transformation. The DC coefficient is located in the

upper left border of the reference block, and, dependent on the actual shape of the

segment, the remaining coefficients are concentrated around the DC coefficient. The
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Figure 4.2: Example of coding one arbitrary region with the two Shape-Adaptive
DCT methods used in this work

SA-DCT coefficients can be quantized and run-length coded with a standard hybrid

coding scheme. Since the contour of the segment is transmitted to the receiver, the

decoder can perform the Shape-Adapted inverse DCT as the reverse operation.

Two modes of the SA-DCT has been used, an example of both is shown in 4.2. The

first mode, sa − dctblocks, correspond as the standard SA-DCT which divides the

segmented region in blocks of 8x8 pixels and each block is encoded using SA-DCT or

standard dct. The SA-DCT is used in blocks that correspond to a boundary of the

region while the standard dct is used in blocks where all pixels belong to the region.

The second mode, sa − dctsingle, is intended to handle homogeneous regions in an

efficient manner, hence encodes all the segmented region in a single SA-DCT giving

a rough approximation to the texture with few coefficients.



Chapter 5

Segmentation-based methods

proposed

In this work two different methods build on segmentation based coding techniques are

presented. Both methods take advantage of the similarity between color images and

depth maps to reduce the cost of encoding the full depth partition. This similarity

can be observed in Figure 5.1. The color image is supposed to be available to the

decoder in advance of the decoding of the depth map.

The first approach named Optimal hierarchical region representation is presented in

Section 5.1 and assumes the co-occurrence of depth and color contours. While in many

cases depth and color contours are located at similar locations, there are small but

noticeable differences that result in regions that contain depth discontinuities. This

lack of homogeneity results in a poor performance of the region-based texture coding

techniques. The second approach tackle that problem using a combination (fusion)

of the color partition and a coarse depth partition which contains the location of the

main edges, providing information about the boundaries when the color and depth

discontinuities are inconsistent. This technique is presented in Section 5.2 and is

named Fusion of color and depth partitions.

5.1 Optimal hierarchical region representation

We propose to use an optimal lagrangian approach applied to a hierarchical region

representation provided by the BPT segmentation technique. The lagrangian ap-

proach presents two benefits. Firstly, the encoding parameters are selected optimally
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Figure 5.1: Color and depth image frame for sequence undo dancer. The main depth
discontinuities are also present in the color image.

for each region and secondly, the optimal final number of regions needed to encode

the depth map can be automatically obtained.

Next sub-section explains the segmentation technique used in this work. The seg-

mentation technique allows us to create a hierarchical region representation that will

be later used in the lagrangian optimization. This process is done combining the

information of the depth map to encode and the associated decoded color image thus

allowing the decoder to re-create the same segmentation in the decoding step.

5.1.1 Color-depth hierarchical representation

Our segmentation technique is based on the BPT explained in 3.2. Starting from an

initial partition with a high number of regions (or even starting at the pixel level), the

hierarchical representation is constructed using an iterative process: at each iteration,

the two more similar regions, defined by a merging criterion O, are merged until

only one region, the root node, is reached. By pruning the resulting hierarchical

representation at a given level, we can obtain a partition with any desired number of

regions.

In this technique the color and depth information are combined to minimize the cost

of sending the partition to the decoder. To this goal, instead of sending the position

of the boundaries between regions, some side information is sent to the decoder in

order to replicate the same partition used in the encoder.

The hierarchical creation process is depicted in Figure 5.2 and can be described in

three steps:

• First step: A fine initial color partition (initial partition) is built in the same

way both at the encoder and the decoder (using the decoded color view). This
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Figure 5.2: Block diagram for hierarchical representation scheme

initial partition can be considered an approximation of the final depth partition.

The assumption here is that depth transitions coincide in most situations with

color transitions. Since the color fine partition can be constructed both at the

encoder at the decoder, it has no coding cost. Experiments have shown that

our approach is not sensible to the number of regions in this initial partition

and simply, a high enough number to prevent under-segmentation is enough.

• Second step: The BPT is obtained at the encoder side by using a merging

criterion applied to the depth information (Odepth) with the NWMC criteria

presented in 3.2, starting from the initial partition constructed in the previous

step. Using an initial partition constructed using only depth information (in

the first step) would be optimal, but in that case, the shape of this partition

would need to be sent, at a high coding cost.

• Third step: As the second step uses depth information (not available at the

decoder) to evaluate the merging criterion, a third step is needed to be able to

recreate the same segmentation on the decoder, by creating some side informa-

tion. The idea is to create another BPT using a merging criterion applied to

the decoded color information (Ocolor) also with the NWMC criteria. In this

case the merging steps order will differ with respect to the BPT created using

Odepth, but, since the starting fine partition is the same in both cases and depth

transitions usually coincide with color transitions, there will be a great amount

of similarity between both trees and in a lot of cases, the result provided by

Odepth and Ocolor will coincide. In this manner, the decoder can recreate the

same (depth-based) BPT of the second step using the initial partition, the Ocolor

merging criterion and the side information (that indicates whether Odepth and

Ocolor differ). This side information can be encoded using one bit per merg-

ing (we send a ’1’ when criteria differ and ’0’ when coincide). Our experiments
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Figure 5.3: Example of a color-based initial partition with 500 regions for image
Ballet and of a final partition selected by the proposed Lagrange optimization for
image Ballet.

have shown that using this approach instead of directly encode the region shapes

greatly reduces the amount of bits needed to encode the partition. The amount

of bits needed to replicate the hierarchical structure is limited to less than 0.01

bits per pixel in all images used in our experiments.

5.1.2 Lagrangian multiplier optimization in BPT

Lagrangian multiplier optimization [OR98] is an effective technique to evaluate a large

number of possible coding choices in an optimization fashion. In this work we will

use lagrangian minimization to find the best partition inside the BPT and the set of

quantizers and the texture coding strategy (coding technique) for each region taking

into account the hierarchical structure of the BPT.

The optimization relies on the technique discussed in [Sea97]. The problem can be

formulated as the minimization of the distortion D of the image with the restriction

that the total cost R be below a given budget. It has been shown that this problem

can be reformulated as the minimization of the Lagrangian: D + λR where λ is the

so-called Lagrange parameter. Both problems have the same solution if we find λ∗

such that R is equal (or very close) to the budget. Therefore, the problem consists

in using the BPT tree to find a set of regions creating a partition and a set of coding

techniques minimizing D + λ ∗R (Figure 5.4).

Assuming in a first step that the optimum λ∗ is known, the first step is to make a local

analysis and to compute, for each node of the BPT, the Lagrangian for each coding

technique. The coding technique giving the minimum Lagrangian is considered as the
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Figure 5.4: Lagrangian optimization over BPT. The bottom-up analysis follows the
merging sequence from Figure 3.2 activating the nodes with minimum lagrangian.
The algorithm finds the best partition (regions 3, 4 and 5) and the best coding
strategy.

optimum one for this node and this Lagrangian is stored. The second step is to define

the best partition. This can be done by a bottom-up analysis of the BPT. Starting

from the lowest level, one checks if it is better to code the area represented by the

children regions as a single region X or as individual regions {xi}i=1,2 with X = ∪xi.
The best choice is selected by comparing the Lagrangian of X with the sum of the

Lagrangians of xi

d(X) + λr(X) <
∑

i

d(xi) + λr(xi) (5.1)

If the former is lower than the latter, the node corresponding to X is activated and

the children nodes are deactivated. This inequality is evaluated following the merging

sequence up to the root node. Note that, to use this approach, the distortion should

be additive over the regions. In our experiments, the squared error has been used;

however, any additive measure can be used. At the end of the procedure, the best

partition is defined by picking up all the regions corresponding to the activated nodes

together with their corresponding best coding technique (defined during the first step

of the algorithm). The definition of the optimum parameter λ can be done with a

gradient search algorithm.

Figure 5.3 shows an example of the partition selected by the lagrangian optimization

for the image Ballet. At the end, the total encoding rate for all regions is formed by

the sum of each of the regions texture cost rt(X) plus the coding cost of sending the

side information that will allow the decoder to build the same BPT.

5.1.3 Final partition and decoding

The optimization approach is used in the construction of the final encoding partition.

The lagrangian multiplier optimization presented in the previous section can select,

among a set of different coding techniques (a specific combination of a texture coding
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Figure 5.5: Block diagram for the decoding process in the color-depth hierarchical
representation

strategy and a quantizer), the optimum one for each of the segmented regions. In

this work, both Shape-Adaptive Discrete Cosine Transform (sa-dct) [SM95] modes

presented on section 4.2 had been used. Both modes are available to the lagrangian

multiplier optimization process that selects the optimal one, region by region, follow-

ing the optimization described in the previous section.

Once the optimization process finds the optimal partition the side information is

obtained. This information contains the information of the initial number of regions

and which mergings have to be done to obtain the final partition. The coder used in

each region and the texture coefficients from active regions are grouped and entropy

coded using an adaptive arithmetic codec.

At the decoder, the side information is used to replicate the final image partition as

constructed at the encoder. The decoder process is despicted in Figure 5.5. From the

decoded color image, the same initial partition as in the encoder is generated. Then,

the decoder proceeds merging further regions using the color information (OColor)

criterion but, each time a merging is proposed by this criterion, a bit is pulled from

the side information to decide if the merging is allowed. In case it is not, the algorithm
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proceeds with the next merging in the BPT. When the final depth partition is obtained

the texture information is decoded region by region.

5.2 Fusion of color and depth partitions

The method presented in 5.1 relies on the co-occurrence of depth and color contours.

While in many cases depth and color contours are located at similar locations, there

are small but noticeable differences due to the depth map generation methodology

that result in regions that contain depth discontinuities. In this case, the lack of ho-

mogeneity results in a poor performance of the region-based texture coding technique.

In this section a new method for encoding depth maps is proposed which improves

the compression obtained with the previous proposal.

Additionally, a new segmentation criterion inspired by superpixels methods [BBR+12,

ASS+12] is proposed. Regions are combined according to the distance between its

centroids. This way, compact-shaped regions, more suitable for coding purposes, are

promoted.

5.2.1 Centroid Criterion

In Section 5.1 the merging criterion used is the normalized weighted Euclidean dis-

tance between models, with a contour term (NWMC):

ONWMC(R1, R2) = αOcolor(R1, R2) + (1− α)OCont(R1, R2) (5.2)

The NWMC criterion allows the creation of image partitions with simpler contours

than a criterion using only color information by adding the contour complexity term.

This term promotes de creation of smoother contours by penalizing the union of re-

gions that generate big increases in perimeter. These smooth regions allows represent

and detect the objects in the scene with more precisely as stated in [VMS08]. The

NWMC criterion creates smooth regions but tends to create elongated regions which

are not well suited for coding since longer regions will need more coefficients in a

block-based approach.

With the objective of fomenting regions more adapted to coding and with the influence

of superpixels methods a new term is proposed to obtain compact regions. The

superpixels methods, in addition of the color similarity between regions also use the

spatial distribution of the regions in the image. The methods presented in Section 3.1
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start from a regular partition seeds or a regular region center slics and iteratively

refines the image partition. In slics the iterative procedure cluster the pixels in

function of the color similarity and the distance proximity whereas the seeds promotes

compact shapes by introducing a boundary term that penalizes patches containing

several regions.

Our proposal is to add new term to the binary partition tree based on the distance

between region centroids in order to obtain compact regions:

OCent(R1, R2) =
1

NR1

∑

p∈R1

Coord(p)− 1

NR2

∑

p∈R2

Coord(p) (5.3)

That term computes the centroid distance between two different regions, promoting

the merging of regions with spatial proximity, building image partitions with more

compact regions. After extensive testing, we found that the combined use of the cen-

troid method and the contour method obtains better results than the use of each one

separately. Also has been found that different weight factors in the three methods do

not affect severely the segmentation measures nor the coding performance. For sim-

plicity, the three terms are combined with a simple addition, creating the superpixels

criterion (5.4):

Ospx(R1, R2) = OWEDM (R1, R2) +OCont(R1, R2) +OCent(R1, R2) (5.4)

Notice that when combining different measures the weighting factor between criterions

is not well defined since we are combining values proceeding for different physical

magnitudes. In this case a value related with the color similarity (WEDM), a value

related with contour complexity (Cont) and a value related with spatial distance

between pixels (Cent) are added to form the final superpixels criterion.

5.2.2 Depth Segmentation

The segmentation approach described in the previous subsection can be applied to the

color image to approximate the depth partition. In the hierarchical method presented

in Section 5.1 is assumed that a sufficiently fine partition derived from the color image

should also contain the important depth boundaries. As this assumption does not

always hold, a new approach is presented in this section for combining color and depth

information. It is based on merging two partitions: one constructed from the decoded

color partition (available both at the encoder and the decoder) and one constructed

from the depth map (available only at the encoder).
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The depth partition is used to encode the main discontinuities of the depth map. In

this case, the segmentation criterion used in the region-merging approach involves

only texture information (from the depth map). We used the the squared error (SE)

criterion [VMS08] which do not take into account the size of the regions to be merged,

which is preferable in the scarcely textured depth maps:

OSE(R1, R2) =
∑

p∈R1∪R2

(I(p)−MR1∪R2)2 (5.5)

The partition contours are coded with a modified Freeman Chain technique [Fre61,

MSG93] which allows lossless coding of image partitions. Regions are represented

by their boundaries and the coding process consists on tracking and encoding the

boundaries. Using the fact that two consecutive boundary points in a discrete grid

are neighbours, the boundaries are encoded by the movements from one contour point

to another, starting from a given initial point (or various), until the complete contour

is tracked as presented in Section 4.

(a) Color segmentation (b) Depth segmentation

(c) Fusion segmentation

Figure 5.6: Example of fusion a frame the color partition with 100 regions and the
depth partition with 50 regions of the balloons sequence to obtain a fusion partition
which includes all the boundaries in both partitions.
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5.2.3 Proposed Fusion Depth Map Coding Scheme

The information from color image and depth map is combined by fusing the two

partitions. This fusion step creates a new partition, with more regions, which contains

all the contours in both partitions. Typically, the color partition presents a more

regular segmentation and also contains a good number of depth edges, while the

depth partition contains the main depth edges. After the fusion process, a finer

partition is obtained where the compact color partition is complemented with the

depth boundaries not already present in the color image. The Figure 5.6 shows an

example of the fusion of two partitions of the sequence balloons. Notice that some

important depth transitions are not present in the color-based segmentation.

Figure 5.7: Scheme for the encoding process. The two partitions obtained with the
color image and the depth map are fused to a single partition which is used in the
encoding of the depth map

Figure 5.8: Scheme for the decoding process. The color partition is obtained from
the color image while the depth partition is received for the decoder

The scheme of the encoder process is shown in Figure 5.7. Color and depth map

partitions are obtained independently and fused in a single image partition. As

the depth partition is only available at the encoder, its contours are encoded and

sent to the decoder. The fusion with the depth map segmentation solve the main
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inconsistencies between color and depth map, resulting in a partition with smooth

variations in each region. The Shape-Adaptive DCT (SA-DCT) technique 4.2 is used

to encode the texture within each region with the sa−dctblocks, which achieves better

results than the sa − dctsingle for the test sequences used. Despite the possibility

of using different coders options for each region as the optimal hierarchical region

representation method, to reduce the coding time in this work only one coder option

is used for each region in the image based on the sa− dctblocks. Thus, each image is

coded according the fusion partition and with the same quantization parameter for

all the regions.

The decoder is able to replicate the color partition as it has been created from the

encoder since solely the color image is used. Using the contour information received,

the depth map partition is generated. The fusion segmentation is built using the

same process as described for the encoder. The complete design of the decoder is

presented in Figure 5.8.





Chapter 6

Experimental Results

The evaluation for this work has been performed in two separated environments.

Firstly, a comparison with other superpixels segmentations is performed to validate

the use of the new centroid distance. Afterwards, error measures in depth map coding

and virtual views are provided with HEVC as reference.

6.1 Image Segmentation results

The benchmark for this work consist in the BSDS500 [MFTM01] which contain 500

images with human-marked-boundaries as ground-truth. A comparison of the pro-

posed superpixel criterion with the NWMC criterion and with two state of the art

methods presented in 3.1 -seeds [BBR+12] and slics [ASS+12]- is provided.

The Figure 6.1 shows the numerical results in terms of precision, recall and f-measure

(appendix B) for boundaries between segmentation and ground-truth. In the pro-

posed superpixels method, the addition of the centroid criteria decreases the recall

with respect to the NWMC criteria, which means that some meaningful contours are

not retrieved, but the precision of the proposed criteria is improved obtaining results

similar to the segmentation obtained with slics. Globally the usage of the centroid

criteria achieves a better trade-off between superpixel compactness and boundary ad-

herence than NWMC. Moreover, in the context of this work, the loss of precision in

the boundaries is compensated in the depth coding technique proposed by the fusion

of the superpixel segmentation proposed with the depth map segmentation.

The f-measure results are comparable to slics with the advantage of obtaining a

hierarchy of regions. This hierarchy allows a rate-distortion optimization that can be
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Figure 6.1: Precision, recall and f-measure depending on the number of regions

used in the coding process as explained in 5.1.2.

In Figure 6.2 a visual comparison between the diverse segmentation approaches used

in this work is provided. The regions generated with the superpixels criterion (pro-

posed) present regions more compact than the NWMC method due to the centroid

factor. This compactness is desirable for coding purposes since the contours obtained

with this method are simpler, generating compact regions with smooth contours that

can be coded efficiently with the sa-dct technique. Slics segmentation obtains even

simpler contours achieving segmentations with less false boundaries at the cost of

losing also meaningful contours.
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(a) Proposed Spx (b) NWMC (c) Seeds (d) Slics

Figure 6.2: Visual comparison between the various segmentation approaches used in
this work.

6.2 Depth Map coding results

The proposed coding methods are evaluated using 10 images of each of the multi-view

sequences sets ballet, kendo, balloons and undo dancer. One color frame and their

associated depth map is shown in Figure 6.3. As our algorithms are image based,

only intra-mode comparison with the main intra-mode profile HEVC is provided. The

optimal hierarchical region method (hierarchical) is used with a initial partition of

2000 regions. The fusion method (fusion) is tested for a fixed number of regions in the

segmentations of 50 regions in the depth segmentation and 100 regions in the color

segmentation. The number the regions in the depth segmentation has been found to

be sufficient in finding the main edges on the image. The number of regions in the

color partition can be increased in order to obtain higher distortion figures at the cost

of augmenting the total rate as the number the regions coded increases.

As the aim of the depth map is synthesize new images, the quality of the method

in the depth map give information of their performance but the main evaluation has
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Figure 6.3: Frame of color and the associated depth of the MVD Sequences used in
this work: ballet, kendo, balloons and undo dancer
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to be done in the intermediate view. The intermediate view is synthesized with the

view synthesis reference software VSRS [VSR10] using the original color images and

the compressed depth maps. The VSRS use the information regarding calibration

matrix, translation vector and rotation matrix of the real cameras to calculate the

virtual cameras in between. The result is a new color image located in the middle

of the two original camera positions. In this intermediate views, error measures are

computed between the synthesized view with the uncompressed depth maps and with

depth maps compressed with the hierarchical method, fusion method and HEVC.

HEVC encoders are highly optimized to achieve excellent Rate-Distortion perfor-

mance when measuring directly the depth maps PSNR but may fail at preserving

the contours of the objects. As it is shown in the sequel, segmentation-based depth

coding methods can preserve more accurately depth discontinuities, ensuring a better

color view reconstruction even with worse results for PSNR measured in the depth

maps, leading to better results in the measures taken in the synthesized views.

The results are presented in both PSNR and SSIM (appendix A) depending on the

number of bits per pixel used to build the depth map image: locate the contours

of the depth segmentation and encode the texture coefficients. In the hierarchical

method that cost includes the side information needed to reproduce the partition in

the decoder and the texture information for each region. In the fusion method, the

cost of encode the contours given the depth segmentation is fixed whereas the texture

of the fusion segmentation is encoded using different quantization steps.

The results over depth map can be seen in Figures 6.4, 6.5, in both SSIM and PSNR

the fusion proposal outperforms the hierarchical method. The bjontengaard improve-

ment is in the margin of 3 dB. The unique exception is the undo dancer sequence

where for low rates the quality measures does not improve diminishing the bjon-

tengaard measures for that sequence. That differential behaviour of the undo dancer

sequence is due to the artificial origin of that sequence. Since that sequence is com-

puter generated, the discontinuities between color and depth are perfectly aligned. In

that case the assumption of co-occurrence between discontinuities is hold. Moreover

the depth map in the dancer sequence presents very few transitions and no errors.

The hierarchical optimization can find a partition with fewer number of regions ca-

pable to encode the partition efficiently. As the fusion works with a fixed coding

partition this reduction in the number of regions can not be obtained.

The results over virtual views are shown in Figures 6.6, 6.7 and the bjontengaard

results for the PSNR are summarized in table 6.1. The bjontengaard figures are
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Figure 6.4: PSNR comparison over depth maps of the two methods proposed with
HEVC for different number of bits per pixel

Figure 6.5: SSIM comparison over depth maps of the two methods proposed with
HEVC for different number of bits per pixel
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Figure 6.6: PSNR comparison over virtual views of the two methods proposed with
HEVC for different number of bits per pixel

Figure 6.7: SSIM comparison over virtual views of the two methods proposed with
HEVC for different number of bits per pixel
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dancer balloons kendo ballet
Depth Map

Hierarchical -12.39 -10.93 -12.76 -8.79
Fusion -15.81 -6.94 -6.70 -5.00

Virtual View

Hierarchical -8.43 -6.48 -7.91 -4.97
Fusion -12.66 -4.46 -3.42 -2.96

Table 6.1: Bjontegaard measures with respect to HEVC

presented with respect to HEVC. This bjontengaard figures for virtual views are

similar to the obtained in the depth map but the distance with HEVC is reduced in

3-4 dB.

The results obtained are not as efficient as HEVC but the segmentation fusion pro-

posed reduce the margin with the state of the art. The advantages of a segmentation-

based technique can be seen in the better performance obtained with our technique

in virtual views. Tests using an ideal depth map segmentation show a further reduc-

tion in texture cost encouraging further research in segmentation-based depth map

coding.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

Two novel depth map coding algorithms are proposed in this work. Using the redun-

dancy between the color view and depth map, a segmentation over the color image

is used to approximate the boundaries in the associated depth map. Additionally,

both methods provide a methodology to reduce the cost related with the partition

construction. The fusion method adds a segmentation in the depth map directly to

solve inconsistencies between color image and depth map. The fusion of both seg-

mentations separate the smooth areas in depth maps reducing the texture coding

cost.

Experimental results using Shape-Adaptive DCT on the generated regions shows an

improvement of the fusion method over the optimal hierarchical method in the usual

sequences. Despite achieving lower compression figures than HEVC, the benefits of

region-based texture coding are exhibited in the measures over virtual views.

A new criterion is used to build the binary partition tree which add a new term

based on the distance between region centroids in order to obtain compact regions

has been proposed. The segmentation results improve the NWMC criterion in terms

of precision and f-measure over boundaries, obtaining results similar to segmentations

obtained with slics method.

Based on the results presented, segmentation based coding method of depth images

has the potential to overcome HEVC for this application. With the same depth

map image quality, the method proposed achieve better image quality for the virtual

rendered images in between original cameras.

We have to keep in mind that the results presented in this work do not exploit the
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similarities between consecutive images in time. This said, we can mention some of

the possible future work possibilities which include:

• Exploit time redundancy: video can be represented more efficiently by sending

only changes between consecutive images instead of coding all regions repeat-

edly. An extension of this work to handle video sequence would allow reduce

the coding cost for each frame individually.

• Exploit spatial redundancy: in multi-view video coding further compression can

be achieved by using the redundancy between the several close-located cameras.

Multi-view video coding and the hevc 3d extension use this redundancy to

further compression of color image and depth maps.

• Use rate-distortion methods in fusion approach: the rate-distortion presented

in the hierarchical method allows a higher compression than the use of an only

region partition. This optimization can also be used in the fusion approach to

improve the coding efficiency.

• Monocular depth: monocular depth techniques order regions of a frame belong-

ing to a monocular image or sequence. In addition of multi-view clues, the

estimated depth map obtained with monocular techniques can be used as extra

information in the construction of the depth map coding partition.



Appendix A

Image Quality Measures

PSNR

Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is a term for the ratio between the maximum pos-

sible power of a signal and the power of corrupting noise that affects the fidelity of

its representation. Because many signals have a very wide dynamic range, PSNR is

usually expressed in terms of the logarithmic decibel scale. PSNR is commonly used

to measure the quality of reconstruction of lossy compression codecs. The signal in

this case is the original data, and the noise is the error introduced by compression.

When comparing compression codecs, PSNR is an approximation to human percep-

tion of reconstruction quality. Although a higher PSNR generally indicates that the

reconstruction is of higher quality, in some cases is not true, it is only conclusively

valid when compares results from the same codec type and same content.

PSNR is most easily defined via the mean squared error (MSE). Given a noise-free

m× n monochrome image x and its noisy approximation y, MSE is defined as:

MSE(x, y) =
1

mn

m−1∑

i=0

n−1∑

j=0

[x(i, j)− y(i, j)]2 (A.1)

The PSNR is defined as:

PSNR(x, y) = 10 log10

(
MAX2

x

MSE(x, y)

)
(A.2)

MAXI is the maximum possible pixel value of the image. When the pixels are

represented using 8 bits per sample, this is 255. For color images with three RGB

values per pixel, the definition of PSNR is the same except the MSE is the sum over
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all squared value differences divided by image size and by three. Alternately, for color

images the image is converted to a different color space and PSNR is reported against

each channel of that color space.

SSIM

The structural similarity (SSIM) index [WBSS04] is a method for measuring the sim-

ilarity between two images. SSIM is designed to improve on traditional methods

like PSNR and MSE, which have proven to be inconsistent with human eye percep-

tion. A difference of PSNR and MSE, SSIM considers image degradation as perceived

change in structural information. Structural information is the idea that the pixels

have strong inter-dependencies especially when they are spatially close. These depen-

dencies carry important information about the structure of the objects in the visual

scene. The SSIM metric is calculated on various windows of an image.

x and y are discrete non-negative signals; µx, σ2x, and σxy are the mean value of

x, the variance of x, and the covariance of x and y, respectively. According to the

luminance, contrast, and structure comparison measures were given as follows:

l(x, y) =
2µxµy + C1

µ2x + µ2y + C1
(A.3)

c(x, y) =
2σxσy + C2

σ2x + σ2y + C2
(A.4)

s(x, y) =
σxy + C3

σxσy + C3
(A.5)

where C1, C2 and C3 are small constants given by C1 = (K1 ·L)2 ; C2 = (K2 ·L)2 and

C3 = C2/2. Here L is the dynamic range of the pixel values, and K1 � 1 and K2 � 1

are two scalar constants. The general form of the Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) index

between signal x and y is defined as:

SSIM(x, y) = l(x, y)c(x, y)s(x, y) =
(2µxµy + C1)(2σxy + C2)

(µ2x + µ2y + C1)(σx + σy + C2)
(A.6)

In order to evaluate the image quality this formula is applied only on luma. The

resultant SSIM index is a decimal value between -1 and 1, and value 1 is only reachable

in the case of two identical sets of data. Typically it is calculated on window sizes
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of 8 × 8. The window can be displaced pixel-by-pixel on the image but the authors

propose to use only a subgroup of the possible windows to reduce the complexity of

the calculation. SSIM is maximal when two images are coinciding.

Bjontegaard metric

Bjontegaard metric is a metric to compute the difference between two RD-plots.

PSNR has been a widely used metric for objective test of video quality. The encod-

ing quality of two codecs can also be compared by using their rate distortion (RD)

curves and Bjontegaard proposed a method of calculation of average PSNR differences

between RD curves in [Bjo01] called BD PSNR.

The method is based on fitting a curve through four data points consisting of PSNR-

bitrate obtained by encoding the video sequence at four different quantization pa-

rameter (QP) values. An expression for the integral of such curve is formulated for

two different codecs. The average difference is then calculated by taking difference

between the integrals, divided by the integration interval. The resulting value thus

obtained is called BD PSNR.





Appendix B

Segmentation Quality Measures

Precision and recall are the basic measures used in evaluating search strategies. In

pattern recognition and information retrieval, precision is the fraction of retrieved

instances that are relevant, while recall (also known as sensitivity) is the fraction of

relevant instances that are retrieved.

In a classification task, the precision for a class is the number of true positives (i.e.

the number of items correctly labelled as belonging to the positive class) divided by

the total number of elements labelled as belonging to the positive class (i.e. the sum

of true positives and false positives, which are items incorrectly labelled as belonging

to the class). Recall in this context is defined as the number of true positives divided

by the total number of elements that actually belong to the positive class (i.e. the

sum of true positives and false negatives, which are items which were not labelled as

belonging to the positive class but should have been):

Precision =
tp

tp + fp
(B.1)

Recall =
tp

tp + fn
(B.2)

where tp,fp,fn are the true positives, the false positive and the false negatives respec-

tively.

A precision score of 1.0 for a class C means that every item labelled as belonging to

class C does indeed belong to class C (but says nothing about the number of items

from class C that were not labelled correctly) whereas a recall of 1.0 means that every
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item from class C was labelled as belonging to class C (but says nothing about how

many other items were incorrectly also labelled as belonging to class C).

A measure that combines precision and recall is the harmonic mean of precision and

recall, the traditional F-measure or balanced F-score:

F = 2
precision× recall
precision+ recall

(B.3)

This is also known as the F1 measure, because recall and precision are evenly weighted.
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3DTV CONFERENCE 2012

Article presented in 3DTV Conference 2012
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ABSTRACT

Multiview color information used jointly with depth maps is a
widespread technique for 3D video. Using this depth information,
3D functionalities such as free view point video can be provided
by means of depth-image-based rendering techniques. In this pa-
per, a new technique to encode depth maps is proposed. Based on
the usually smooth structure and the sharp edges of depth map, our
proposal segments the depth map into homogeneous regions of ar-
bitrary shape and encodes the contents of these regions using dif-
ferent texture coding strategies. An optimal lagrangian approach
is applied to the hierarchical region representation provided by our
segmentation technique. This approach automatically selects the
best encoding strategy for each region and the optimal partition to
encode the depth map. To avoid the high coding costs of coding
the resulting partition, a prediction is made using the associated
decoded color image.

Index Terms — Depth map coding, 3DTV, Shape-adaptive
DCT, depth/texture compresion, rate-distortion optimization

1. INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional television (3D-TV) is becoming one of the main
developments in visual home entertainment experience. With re-
cent development of 3D displays and interactive applications, 3D-
TV has become a point of interest by academics and industries.
To enable 3D-TV applications, complementary information of the
3D scene are required, such as video captured from different view-
points and one corresponding depth map for each viewpoint. The
depth map consist of depth samples associated at each pixel from
the video frame, encoded as a gray level image. As the amount of
data required in 3D-TV is typically very large, depth map infor-
mation must be efficiently compressed. Because depth maps are
used to render new images (virtual views) and not viewed directly
by the end user, the goal when coding depth maps is to maximize
the perceived visual quality of the rendered virtual color views
instead of the visual characteristics of the depth maps themselves.

The straightforward solution to compress depth map images
with conventional image or video compression algorithms may
not be appropriate since traditional image compression methods
have been designed to provide maximum perceived visual quality.
The rendering error depends on the quality of the depth map cod-
ing and the quality of the coding of the original color view used
as a reference, but also on the structure of the depth map. Depth
maps are characterized by having homogeneous areas separated
by sharp edges. Errors in the depth map close to an sharp edge

can result in severe rendering artifacts, while errors on a smooth
area may have negligible influence on the final quality. Therefore,
encoding the edges with fidelity is indispensable.

The encoding of depth maps of a large number of captured
views [1] leads to a high transmission cost. Several solutions for
Multi-View Video coding have been proposed, with and without
temporal prediction. Among these without temporal prediction
are [2, 3] based on a quadtree decomposition that divides the im-
age into blocks of variable size, each block being approximated by
one platelet (piecewise-linear function) or [4, 5] where schemes
with edge extraction and explicit signaling the location of discon-
tinuities were proposed. Other proposals modify existing block
algorithms by adding a new coding mode able to handle partitions
inside each block. In [6], an alternative mode to MVC is proposed
where color information is used to construct two different regions
inside the block. In [7] and [8], modifications to the intra predic-
tion mode of H.264/AVC are proposed by creating regions in the
blocks and edge-depending prediction for each region.

Our proposal has some similarities with these methods as it
also inspired in segmentation-based coding systems but, in our
case, the entire depth map image is segmented and each of the
regions is separately encoded. We propose to use an optimal la-
grangian approach to jointly create the final segmentation and se-
lect the most efficient (in a rate-distortion sense) texture coding
strategy. The paper is organized as follows. The proposed algo-
rithm is described in Section 2. In Section 3 experimental results
are given. Finally, concluding remarks are made in Section 4.

2. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Our proposal is based on segmenting the depth map into homo-
geneous regions of arbitrary shape and then coding the contents
of these regions using texture coding techniques. Having uniform
regions will allow coding the texture inside the region with only
a few coefficients. However, as the receiver does not know the
shape of the resulting regions, the partition must be encoded and
transmitted. To avoid the high cost associated to coding the re-
sulting partitions (region shape), instead of directly segmenting
the depth map and sending the partition to the receiver, an approx-
imate depth partition is constructed using the decoded color image
that is supposed to be available at the receiver.

This work is an extension of our previous approach [9] that
already used combined color and depth information to construct
the final partition. We propose to use an optimal lagrangian ap-
proach applied to the hierarchical region representation provided
by our segmentation technique. The lagrangian approach presents
two benefits. Firstly, the encoding parameters are selected opti-



mally for each region and secondly, the optimal final number of
regions needed to encode the depth map can be automatically ob-
tained. Furthermore, the previous texture coding technique based
on polynomial basis functions has been replaced in this work by
a shape adaptive discrete cosine transform [10] which allows to
obtain a better rate-distortion trade-off.

Next sub-section explains the segmentation technique used in
this work. The segmentation technique allows us to create a hi-
erarchical region representation that will be later used in the la-
grangian optimization. This process is done combining the infor-
mation of the depth map to encode and the associated decoded
color image thus allowing the decoder to re-create the same seg-
mentation in the decoding step.
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Figure 1: BPT creation: From left to right, the two most-similar
neighbouring regions are merged at each step. The BPT represen-
tation is depicted as a tree, where the region formed by merging
two segments is represented as the parent of the respective nodes

2.1. Color-depth hierarchical representation

Our segmentation technique is based on a region-merging approach.
Starting from an initial partition with a high number of regions
(or even starting at the pixel level), the hierarchical representa-
tion is constructed using an iterative process: at each iteration,
the two more similar regions, defined by a merging criterion O,
are merged until only one region, the root node, is reached. This
iterative process allows construct a hierarchy of regions named bi-
nary partition tree (BPT) [11]. Fig. 1 shows a simple bpt creation
process. By pruning the resulting hierarchical representation at a
given level, we can obtain a partition with any desired number of
regions.

Figure 2: Block diagram for the hierarchical representation

The BPT creation process is depicted in Fig. 2 and can be
described in three steps:

First step: A fine initial color partition (initial partition) is
built in the same way both at the encoder and the decoder (using
the decoded color view). This initial partition can be considered
an approximation of the final depth partition. The assumption here

(a) (b)

Figure 3: 3a Example of a color-based initial partition with 500
regions for image Ballet. 3b Example of a final partition selected
by the proposed Lagrange optimization for image Ballet.

is that depth transitions coincide in most situations with color tran-
sitions. Since the color fine partition can be constructed both at the
encoder at the decoder, it has no coding cost. Experiments have
shown that our approach is not sensible to the number of regions in
this initial partition and simply, a high enough number to prevent
under-segmentation is enough ( Fig. 3a).

Second step: The BPT is obtained at the encoder side by using
a merging criterion applied to the depth information (Odepth ),
starting from the initial partition constructed in the previous step.
Using an initial partition constructed using only depth information
(in the first step) would be optimal, but in that case, the shape of
this partition would need to be sent, at a high coding cost.

Third step: As the second step uses depth information (not
available at the decoder) to evaluate the merging criterion, a third
step is needed to be able to recreate the same segmentation on the
decoder, by creating some side information. The idea is to cre-
ate another BPT using a merging criterion applied to the decoded
color information (Ocolor). In this case the merging steps order
will differ with respect to the BPT created usingOdepth, but, since
the starting fine partition is the same in both cases and depth tran-
sitions usually coincide with color transitions, there will be a great
amount of similarity between both trees and in a lot of cases, the
result provided by Odepth and Ocolor will coincide. In this man-
ner, the decoder can recreate the same (depth-based) BPT of the
second step using the initial partition, the Ocolor merging crite-
rion and the side information (that indicates whether Odepth and
Ocolor differ). This side information can be encoded using one
bit per merging (we send a ’1’ when criteria differ and ’0’ when
coincide). Our experiments have shown that using this approach
instead of directly encode the region shapes greatly reduces the
amount of bits needed to encode the partition. The amount of bits
needed to replicate the hierarchical structure is limited to less than
0.01 bits per pixel in all images used in our experiments.

2.2. Lagrangian multiplier optimization in BPT

Lagrangian multiplier optimization [12] is an effective technique
to evaluate a large number of possible coding choices in an opti-
mization fashion. In this work we will use lagrangian minimiza-
tion to find the best partition inside the BPT and the set of quan-
tizers and the texture coding strategy (coding technique) for each
region taking into account the hierarchical structure of the BPT.

The optimization relies on the technique discussed in [13].
The problem can be formulated as the minimization of the distor-
tion D of the image with the restriction that the total cost R be
below a given budget. It has been shown that this problem can
be reformulated as the minimization of the Lagrangian: D + λR



where λ is the so-called Lagrange parameter. Both problems have
the same solution if we find λ∗ such thatR is equal (or very close)
to the budget. Therefore, the problem consists in using the BPT
tree to find a set of regions creating a partition and a set of coding
techniques minimizing D + λ ∗R (Fig. 4).
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Figure 4: Lagrangian optimization over BPT. The bottom-up anal-
ysis follows the merging sequence from Fig. 1 activating the nodes
with minimum lagrangian. The algorithm finds the best partition
(regions 3, 4 and 5) and the best coding strategy.

Assuming in a first step that the optimum λ∗ is known, the first
step is to make a local analysis and to compute, for each node of
the BPT, the Lagrangian for each coding technique. The coding
technique giving the minimum Lagrangian is considered as the
optimum one for this node and this Lagrangian is stored. The
second step is to define the best partition. This can be done by a
bottom-up analysis of the BPT. Starting from the lowest level, one
checks if it is better to code the area represented by the children
regions as a single region X or as individual regions {xi}i=1,2

with X = ∪xi. The best choice is selected by comparing the
Lagrangian of X with the sum of the Lagrangians of xi

d(X) + λr(X) <
∑

i

d(xi) + λr(xi) (1)

If the former is lower than the latter, the node corresponding to X
is activated and the children nodes are deactivated. This inequality
is evaluated following the merging sequence up to the root node.
Note that, to use this approach, the distortion should be additive
over the regions. In our experiments, the squared error has been
used; however, any additive measure can be used. At the end of
the procedure, the best partition is defined by picking up all the
regions corresponding to the activated nodes together with their
corresponding best coding technique (defined during the first step
of the algorithm). The definition of the optimum parameter λ can
be done with a gradient search algorithm.

Fig. 3b shows an example of the partition selected by the la-
grangian optimization for the image Ballet. At the end, the total
encoding rate for all regions is formed by the sum of each of the
regions texture cost rt(X) plus the coding cost of sending the side
information that will allow the decoder to build the same BPT.

2.3. Texture coding strategies: Shape-Adaptive DCT

The lagrangian multiplier optimization presented in the previous
section can select, among a set of different coding techniques (a
specific combination of a texture coding strategy and a quantizer),
the optimum one for each of the segmented regions. In this work,
a shape-adaptive discrete cosine transform (sa-dct) [10] has been
used as the texture coding strategy. The sa-dct allows to encode
the texture (in this case the depth associated with each pixels of a
region) of any arbitrary shaped segment by means of separate the
2D-dct segment transform in two 1D-dct transforms.

Two modes of the sa-dct has been used. The first mode,
sa-dctblocks, divides the segmented region in blocks of 8x8 pix-
els and each block is encoded using sa-dct or standard dct. The
sa-dct is used in blocks that correspond to a boundary of the re-
gion while the standard dct is used in blocks where all pixels be-
long to the region. The second mode, sa-dctsingle, is intended
to handle homogeneous regions in an efficient manner, hence en-
codes all the segmented region in a single sa-dct giving a rough
approximation to the texture with few coefficients.

Both modes are available to the lagrangian multiplier opti-
mization process that selects the optimal one, region by region,
following the optimization described in the previous section. Once
the optimization process finds the optimal partition the texture co-
efficients from active regions are grouped and entropy coded using
an adaptive arithmetic codec.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed method is evaluated using the depth map images
of two multiview sequence sets: Ballet and Book arrival. As our
algorithm is image based, only a single frame of the sequence is
employed. Furthermore, comparisons are provided against still
image coding methods, such as JPEG and JPEG2000.

The presented results are obtained with initial partitions for
the encoding process of 2000 regions. Experimental tests show
that this number do not affect the overall system performance
since the lagrangian optimization procedure automatically finds
the optimal number of regions for the final partition.

The quality of the depth map coding can be evaluated in two
ways: a) directly over the depth map and b) over synthesized
virtual views. As the purpose of depth maps is to create vir-
tual views, quality comparison using the synthesized views is the
fairest method to evaluate the depth map compression. Both eval-
uations are presented in this Section. First, a comparison directly
over depth map quality is shown in Fig. 5. Second, a compari-
son over virtual views extracted using the MPEG view synthesis
reference software (VSRS 3.5) is studied in Fig. 6.

The left plot of Fig. 5 shows quality comparison over depth
maps with different configurations, sa-dctsingle and sa-dctblocks
correspond to encode the initial partition with one coder whereas
the other approaches uses the proposed lagrangian optimization.
The lagrangian optimization finds the best trade-off for each re-
gion improving the use of a single coding for the whole image.
This can be evaluated by the improvement seen with respect to the
lagrangian no hierarchical curve that the final number of regions

Figure 5: Rate-distortion over depth maps. On the left the pro-
posed lagrangian optimization compared with single texture cod-
ing strategies. On the right, rate-distortion performance of our
method compared with JPEG and JPEG2000.



Figure 6: Rate-distortion curves over virtual view for Ballet and
Book arrival. Depth images coded with JPEG, JPEG2000 and
with the proposed algorithm

has been fixed manually. In addition, the lagrangian optimiza-
tion allows encoding the image with a mixture of sa-dctsingle for
homogeneous regions and sa-dctblocks in regions with higher tex-
ture variations.

The right plot of Fig. 5 shows a comparison of the proposed
method with JPEG and JPEG2000. In this case, the PSNR has
been measured directly over the encoded depth maps. In terms of
DB-PSNR [14], the gain is 0.86 dB to JPEG and -5.7 dB JPEG2000.
The lower performance of our proposed method was expected as
the encoding of the region texture is not as precise as JPEG2000.
However, contours are better preserved (being a segmentation based
coding system) and with higher virtual view quality.

Figure 7: Visual synthesis results for image Book arrival using
depth map coded at 0.2 bits per pixel. Left synthesis using JPEG,
right using the proposed method.

In order to validate the assumption that our method provides
virtual views with higher quality, an intermediate view is synthe-
sized with the VSRS reference software using the original color
images and the compressed depth maps. PSNR measure is com-
puted between the synthesized view with the uncompressed depth
maps and with depth maps compressed with our approach and
with JPEG and JPEG2000. Fig. 6 shows the rate-distortion curves
for both images. The BD-PSNR over the virtual views is 5.83
dB to JPEG and -1.05dB to JPEG2000 for Ballet and 3.43 dB to
JPEG and -1.4 to JPEG2000 for Book arrival. The Fig. 7 shows to
synthesized views with the same bitrate. The performance of our
method greatly outperforms JPEG and it is similar to JPEG2000.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper a novel depth map coding algorithm is proposed.
Exploiting the redundancy between the color view and depth map,

a hierarchical region based model, a BPT, is used to separate the
smooth areas in the depth maps allowing a reduced texture coding
cost. A lagrangian algorithm selects the texture coding strategy for
each region and the final partition. Moreover, experimental results
using shape adaptive dct transforms are provided leading to gains
up to 5.8 dB in PSNR in synthesized view quality with respect
to JPEG and similar results as JPEG2000. Further investigations
will explore wavelets encoding for the texture as well as exploit
temporal and inter-view redundancy.
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Abstract—3D video coding includes the use of multiple color
views and depth maps associated to each view. An adequate
coding of depth maps should be adapted to the characteristics
of depth maps: smooth regions and sharp edges. In this paper
a segmentation-based technique is proposed for improving the
depth map compression while preserving the main discontinuities
that exploits the color-depth similarity of 3D video. An initial
coarse depth map segmentation is used to locate the main
discontinuities in depth. The resulting partition is improved by
fusing a color partition. We assume that the color image is first
encoded and available when the associated depth map is encoded,
therefore the color partition can be segmented in the decoder
without introducing any extra cost. A new segmentation criterion
inspired by super-pixels techniques is proposed to obtain the color
partition. Initial experimental results show similar compression
efficiency to hevc with a big potential for further improvements.

Keywords—Depth map coding; 3DTV; Shape-adaptive DCT;
depth/texture compression;

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of three-dimensional television (3D-TV)
in recent years has created the need to represent 3D visual
data in a efficient fashion. The texture-plus-depth format has
been widely accepted for this task. In this format, color infor-
mation and depth maps (distance per-pixel samples between
the camera and the 3D scene) from several viewpoints closely
situated are transmitted. The use of depth information allows
using depth-image-based rendering techniques at the decoder
to synthesize virtual views in intermediate positions between
the encoded viewpoints.

Depth maps are used to render new images and not to
be viewed directly by the user. Thus, the aim when coding
depth maps is to maximize the perceived visual quality of the
rendered virtual color views instead of the visual characteris-
tics of decoded depth maps themselves. Conventional image
or video compression techniques have been designed for high
visual quality, and are not well adapted to depth coding. The
encoding of depth maps has to assess the characteristics of
depth maps and reduce the transmission cost when a large
number of captured views are employed [1]. An analysis of
depth maps reveals that they are characterized by the presence
of large homogeneous areas separated by sharp edges. Errors
close to an sharp edge leads to severe rendering artifacts,
while errors on areas without important transition may have
negligible influence on the final quality.

There are several approaches for depth map coding. Some
of them approximate the smooth changes in depth maps

(a) (b)

Fig. 1: 1a Example of a color-based partition with 500 regions
for image Balloons. 1b Example of a depth partition for
Balloons.

with piecewise-linear function in a quatree decomposition
[2], [3]. Some approaches explicitly encode the position of
discontinuities [4], [5], [6] to reduce the texture cost associated
with depth discontinuities. Other proposals use the similarity
between color information and depth maps [7], [8] to avoid
encoding the location of depth map edges.

The High Efficiency Video Coding (hevc) [9] standard
is the most recent joint video project of the ITU-T Video
Coding Experts Group (VCEG) and the ISO/IEC Moving
Picture Experts Group (MPEG) standardization organizations.
Enables improved compression performance relative to ex-
isting standards-in the range of 50% bit-rate reduction for
equal perceptual video quality. An hevc extension for encoding
multiple views and associated depth map [10] achieves overall
savings of 40% compared with the hevc coding of the signals
separately.

In our previous work [7], a segmentation technique was
used to create a partition of the decoded color image, already
available at the decoder. This partition was used to approximate
the location of the depth edges, assuming that where a depth
transitions occur there is probably a color contour as well. This
allowed to use region-based texture coding techniques without
the burden to encode the full depth partition. In this paper we
present an evolution of the previous system with two main
contributions:

We propose a new segmentation criterion inspired by super-
pixels methods [11], [12]. Regions are combined according to
the distance between its centroids. This way, compact-shaped
regions, more suitable for coding purposes, are promoted.



The second contribution is related to the assumption of co-
occurrence of depth and color contours in [7]. While in many
cases depth and color contours are located at similar locations,
there are small but noticeable differences that result in regions
that contain depth discontinuities. In this case, the lack of
homogeneity results in a poor performance of the region-based
texture coding techniques. To solve that, we propose using
a combination (fusion) of the color partition and a coarse
depth partition which contains the location of the main edges,
providing information about the boundaries when the color and
depth discontinuities are inconsistent. In the fig. 1 a partition
obtained with the proposed method for the color image (1a)
and the depth partition (1b) is shown.

The paper is organized as follows. The new segmentation
techniques used in this work are presented in section II. The
proposed depth coding algorithm is described in Section III. In
Section IV experimental results are given. Finally, concluding
remarks are made in Section V.

II. SEGMENTATION BASED CODING TECHNIQUES

A. Centroid Segmentation Criterion

The segmentation technique proposed in this work is based
on the region-merging approach described in [13]. Starting
from an initial partition with an arbitrary number of regions,
the algorithm proceeds iteratively merging two neighbouring
regions according a similarity measure or merging criterion
as depicted in fig. 2. The steps in each merging step are the
following:

• computing a similarity measure (merging criterion) for
all pair of neighbour regions

• selecting the most similar pair of regions and merging
them into a new region

• updating the neighbourhood and the similarity mea-
sures. The algorithm iterates until the desired number
of regions is obtained.
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Fig. 2: From left to right, the two most-similar neighbouring
regions are merged at each step. The hierarchical representa-
tion is depicted as a tree, where the region formed by merging
two segments is represented as the parent of the respective
nodes

In [7] the merging criterion used was the normalized
weighted Euclidean distance between models, with a contour
term (NWMC) described in [14]. Defining a region model
constant for all the pixels within the region, the model MR

is build by averaging the values of all pixels p ∈ R, in the

YCbCr color space:

MR =
1

NR

∑

p∈R

I(p) (1)

where NR is the number of pixels of region R.

The NWMC criterion consists of two terms: The first one,
based on color similarity, is the weighted Euclidean distance
between models (WEDM) which compares the models of the
original regions with the model of the region obtained after
the merging:

OWEDM (R1, R2) = NR1
||MR1

−MR1∪R2
||2+

NR2
||MR2

−MR1∪R2
||2

(2)

The second term is related to the contour complexity of
the merged regions. The measure computes the increase in
perimeter (∆P (R1, R2) of the new region with respect to the
largest of the two merged regions:

OCont(R1, R2) = max(0,∆P (R1, R2)) (3)

The contour term promotes the creation of smooth contours
between regions. Since most objects are regular and compact
(that is, tend to have simple contours), the analysis of shape
complexity can provide additional information for the merg-
ings.

Color and contour similarity measures are linearly com-
bined to form the NWMC criterion:

ONWMC(R1, R2) = αOWEDM (R1, R2)+

(1− α)OCont(R1, R2)
(4)

The NWMC criterion creates smooth regions but tends to
create elongated regions which are not well suited for coding
since longer regions will need more coefficients in a block-
based approach. Our proposal is to add new term based on the
distance between region centroids in order to obtain compact
regions:

OCent(R1, R2) =
1

NR1

∑

p∈R1

Coord(p)− 1

NR2

∑

p∈R2

Coord(p)

(5)

After extensive testing, we found that the weight factors
in (5) do not affect severely the coding performance. For
simplicity, the three terms are combined with a simple addition,
creating the superpixels criterion (6):

Ospx(R1, R2) = OWEDM (R1, R2)+

OCont(R1, R2) +OCent(R1, R2)
(6)

B. Depth Segmentation

The segmentation approach described in the previous sec-
tion can be applied to the color image to approximate the depth
partition. In [7] we assumed that a sufficiently fine partition
derived from the color image should also contain the important
depth boundaries. As this assumption does not always hold, a
new approach is presented in this paper, combining color and
depth information. It is based on merging two partitions: one
constructed from the decoded color partition (available both



(a) Proposed (b) NWMC (c) seeds (d) slics

Fig. 3: Visual comparison between the various segmentation approaches used in this work. The regions generated with the
proposed method present smoother contours than the NWMC method due to the centroid factor. This smoothness is desirable
since most real objects have simple contours. Slics segmentation obtains even simpler contours achieving segmentations with
less false boundaries at the cost of losing also some meaningful contours

at the encoder and the decoder) and one constructed from the
depth map (available only at the encoder). The color partition is
obtained by using the method presented in the previous section.

The depth partition is used to encode the main discontinu-
ities of the depth map. In this case, the segmentation criterion
used in the region-merging approach involves only texture
information (from the depth map). We used the the squared
error (SE) criterion [14] which do not take into account the
size of the regions to be merged, which is preferable in the
scarcely textured depth maps:

OSE(R1, R2) =
∑

p∈R1∪R2

(I(p)−MR1∪R2)2 (7)

The partition contours are coded with a modified Freeman
Chain technique [15], [16] which allows lossless coding of
image partitions. Regions are represented by their boundaries
and the coding process consists on tracking and encoding
the boundaries. Using the fact that two consecutive boundary
points in a discrete grid are neighbours, the boundaries are
encoded by the movements from one contour point to another,
starting from a given initial point (or various), until the
complete contour is tracked.

III. PROPOSED DEPTH MAP CODING SCHEME

The information from color image and depth map is
combined by fusing the two partitions. This fusion step creates
a new partition, with more regions, which contains all the con-
tours in both partitions. Typically, the color partition presents a
more regular segmentation and also contains a good number of
depth edges, while the depth partition contains the main depth
edges. After the fusion process, a finer partition is obtained
where the compact color partition is complemented with the
depth boundaries not already present in the color image.

The scheme of the encoder process is shown in fig. 4.
Color and depth map partitions are obtained independently
and fused in a single image partition. As the depth partition is
only available at the encoder, its contours are encoded and sent
to the decoder. The fusion with the depth map segmentation
solve the main inconsistencies between color and depth map,
resulting in a partition with smooth variations in each region.
The shape-adaptive DCT (SA-DCT) technique [17] is used
to encode the texture within each region, the absence of
transitions inside regions allows coding the texture information
with few coefficients.



Fig. 4: Scheme for the encoding process. The two partitions obtained with the color image and the depth map are fused to a
single partition which is used in the encoding of the depth map

Fig. 5: Scheme for the decoding process. The color partition is obtained from the color image while the depth partition is received
for the decoder

The decoder is able to replicate the color partition as it has
been created from the encoder since solely the color image is
used. Using the contour information received, the depth map
partition is generated. The fusion segmentation is built using
the same process as described for the encoder. The complete
design of the decoder is presented in fig. 4.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Image Segmentation results

The evaluation for this work has been performed in two
separated environments. Firstly, a comparison with other su-
perpixels segmentations is performed to validate the use of
the new centroid distance. The benchmark for this work
consist in the BSDS500 [18] which contain 500 images with
human-marked-boundaries as ground-truth. A comparison with
our previous segmentation technique and with two state of
the art methods -seeds [11] and slics [12]- is provided. In
fig. 3 a visual comparison between the diverse segmentation
approaches used in this work is provided.

The fig. 6 shows the numerical results in terms of precision,
recall and f-measure for boundaries between segmentation and
ground-truth. In the proposed method, the use of the centroid
decreases the recall with respect to the NWMC criteria but the
precision is improved obtaining a performance similar to the
segmentation obtained with slics. Globally the usage of the
centroid criteria achieves a better trade-off between superpixel
compactness and boundary adherence than NWMC. The loss
of precision in the boundaries is compensated in the depth
coding technique proposed in this work by the depth map
segmentation.

Fig. 6: Precision, recall and f-measure depending on the
number of regions

The f-measure results are comparable to slics with the
advantage of obtaining a hierarchy of regions. This hierarchy
allows a rate-distortion optimization that could be used in the
coding process.

B. Depth Map coding results

The proposed coding method is evaluated using 10 images
of each of the multiview sequences sets ballet, Undo Dancer,



(a) SSIM over depth map (b) SSIM over virtual views

(c) PSNR over depth map (d) PSNR over virtual views

Fig. 7: Structural Similarity (SSIM) and Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) over depth maps and in virtual views of our method
compared with hevc and our previous approach for different number of bits per pixel



dancer balloons kendo ballet
Depth Map
Previous -12.39 -10.93 -12.76 -8.79
Proposed -15.81 -6.94 -6.70 -5.00

Virtual View
Previous -8.43 -6.48 -7.91 -4.97
Proposed -12.66 -4.46 -3.42 -2.96

TABLE I: Bjontegaard measures with respect to hevc

kendo and balloons. As our algorithm is image based, only
intra-mode comparison with the main intra-mode profile hevc
is provided. The method is tested for a fixed number of regions
in the segmentations of 50 regions in the depth segmentation
and 100 regions in the color segmentation. The number the
regions in the depth segmentation has been found to be
sufficient in finding the main edges on the image. The number
of regions in the color partition can be increased in order to
obtain higher distortion figures at the cost of augmenting the
total rate as the number the regions coded increases.

As the aim of the depth map is synthesize new images,
the quality of the method is evaluated directly over the depth
map but especially in the intermediate view. The intermediate
view is synthesized with the view synthesis reference software
VSRS [19] using the original color images and the compressed
depth maps. Error measures are computed between the synthe-
sized view with the uncompressed depth maps and with depth
maps compressed with the method proposed, with hevc and
with our previous proposal [7].

The results are presented in both peak signal-to-noise
ratio (psnr) and structural similarity (ssim) depending on the
number of bits per pixel used to build the depth map image:
encode the contours of the depth segmentation and encode the
texture coefficients. The cost of encode the contours given the
depth segmentation is fixed whereas the texture of the fusion
segmentation is encoded using different quantization steps.
The results can be seen in fig. 7 and the bjontengaard [20]
results for the psnr are summarized in table I. The bjontengaard
figures are presented with respect to hevc.

In both ssim and psnr the proposals presented in this
work outperforms our previous approach. The bjontengaard
improvement is in the margin of 3 dB except for the dancer
sequence where for low rates the quality measures does not
improve diminishing the bjontengaard values for that sequence.
In our previous work the rate-distortion optimization prevented
that behaviour.

The results obtained are below hevc but the segmentation
techniques proposed in this work reduce the margin with
the state of the art. The advantages of a segmentation-based
technique can be seen in the better performance obtained
with our technique in virtual views. Tests using only depth
map segmentation show a further reduction in texture cost
encouraging further research in segmentation-based depth map
coding.

V. CONCLUSION

A novel depth map coding algorithm is proposed in this
paper. Using the redundancy between the color view and
depth map, a segmentation over the color image is used
to approximate the boundaries in the associated depth map.
Additionally a segmentation is done in the depth map directly
to solve inconsistencies between color image and depth map.
The fusion of both segmentations separate the smooth areas
in depth maps reducing the texture coding cost. Experimental
results using shape adaptive dct on the generated regions shows
an improvement over our previous work especially measured
in virtual views where the advantages of region-based texture
coding are exhibited. Further investigations will examine the
further improvement of using this new methodology in com-
bination with rate-distortion optimization over a hierarchy of
regions.
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